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THE UNORDINARY CLASSY

Introducing the latest Fumeo Carlo Collection W23, The 
Unordinary Classy, a drop of garments and accessories that 
celebrates the transitional period between winter and spring, 
inspired by the metropolitan city of Milano.

Unordinary, original, unique, or distinguished in some way; 
out of the ordinary
Classy stylish; admirably smart; elegant.

The Collection mixes and matches a classy look and
unordinary accessories made from special fibers and new
colors. The knitted accessory explores, dares, goes beyond 
and breaks with tradition. Ties are not regarded as basic
accessories anymore but become integrant part of the man’s 
outfit layers as they enhance and downplay its style.



Verde
LUIS

Luis tie is made of 75% wool and 25% angora wool, a 
special material that has just been introduced in the 
Fumeo Carlo collection.

LUIS



The Unordi-
Made in Italy and finished by hand. Comfortable and 
casual, it is the ideal alternative to the classic tie,
especially in the autumn-winter season.

LUIS



Beige
CAMEL

Camel tie, 100% camel wool in beige, hand-finished
CAMEL



The Unordinary Classy
Camel 100% solid natural camel wool tie is made with 
refined material. Comfortable to wear, it’s a classy 
alternative to silk and matches perfectly a suit or a 
more casual sartorial wear. Made in Italy and finished 
by hand.

CAMEL



Gas, tundra
FANTABOURETTE

The tie in 100% bourette silk in gas and tundra
colours has an irregular chromatic look that
enhances the beauty of the raw material to create a 
unique effect.

FANTABOURETTE



The Unordinary
An out of ordinary tie that can break up the elegance 
of formal outfits and highlight the endless possibilities 
of more casual looks. Made in Italy accessory, which is 
handmade and finished by hand.

FANTABOURETTE



Blu
BOURETTE

The tie in 100% bourette silk in levis colour has an
irregular chromatic look that enhances the beauty of 
the raw material to create a unique effect.

BOURETTE



The Unordinary Classy
An out of ordinary tie that can break up the elegance of 
formal outfits and highlight the endless possibilities of 
more casual looks.

BOURETTE



Rosso
TENCAL

A plain tie made with special fibres: 70% Tencel, a fi-
bre obtained from the eucalyptus, and 30% alpaca 
wool. The mix of fabrics creates a sustainable elegant 
tie with bold colours.

TENCAL



The Unordinary Classy
The Tencal tie is elegant and reveals through its fibres 
the beauty that lays behind simplicity. An entirely Made 
in Italy accessory, handmade and finished by hands.

TENCAL




